
Newsletter July 2023 

Season 

The season is progressing well at Malleetech with the June rainfall surpassing predictions, 

we hope the rest of the season follows suit. We have had a great lambing, with a high 

overall percentage, especially considering single sire mating and pedigree recording of all 

lambs. Feed wise we are just maintaining enough and don't want too many more frosts.  

 

SA Sire Evaluation  

Throughout the last year, progeny from Malleetech Sire 200119 has been compared with 

sires from other studs around Australia in Meningie in a balanced environment where all 

animals are raised under the same conditions. Measurements were taken over this time to 

see which sires performed best in this environment. 200119 progeny rose to the top in a 

large amount of traits performing particularly well in carcase traits and fleece weight. Below 

are some tables from the final report showing our performance. (Anything highlighted in 

blue is in the top three studs for that trait) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-Mulesed Flock 

We have also moved to a non mulesed flock, having not mulesed any lambs last year. This 

year's sale rams are non mulesed and have been scored for breech wrinkle and cover 

allowing us to better select for good sires in these traits in the future. We believe that the 

industry is moving in this direction and we needed to make this change to keep ahead.  

 

 



 

AI Program 

Amongst this year's sale rams are some from our AI program where we used a sire from 

Glenlea Park, 200494. He was chosen for his high fleece weight and low fibre diameter while 

still having a negative breech wrinkle. Anderson Poll, 200519 was also used for the '22 drop 

AI. His main contributing traits were eye muscle depth and back fat while having good non 

mulesed traits and also very solid all round. 

 

NextGen Agri  

Towards the end of 2022 we joined up with NextGen Agri, a sheep production consulting 

group, to help maximise our genetic gain and our on farm selection strategy as we transition 

to being non mulesed. This led to a workshop which was run at Malleetech on the 18th of 

July by James Lines from NextGen 

team. The day was a good success 

with attendees going home with 

more knowledge of how to make a 

genetic plan and how to maximise 

the benefits of EID and pregnancy 

scanning. 

 

 

Ram Sale 

This year's sale team is visually doing as well as we have ever seen. This is mainly due to the 

high rainfall at the end of last year and being put onto bean stubble over the summer. We 

invite you all to join us on farm or on AuctionsPlus on Wednesday 23rd of August for our 

annual Ram Sale. Checkout our website or Sheep Genetics for catalogues. 

 

 

 

Workshop attendees assessing Malleetech rams 

Final classing of the 2023 Sale Rams  It was great to have some grandchildren on hand 

at shearing time  to speed up the process 



 

 

 


